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The Inappropriately Excluded

by Michael W. Ferguson

The probability of entering and remaining in an intellectually elite profession such as Physician,

Judge, Professor, Scientist, Corporate Executive, etc. increases with IQ to about 133.  It then falls by

about 1/3 at 140.  By 150 IQ the probability has fallen from its peak by 97%!  In other words, a

significant percentage of people with IQs over 140 are being systematically and, most likely

inappropriately, excluded from the population that addresses the biggest problems of our time or

who are responsible for assuring the efficient operation of social, scientific, political and economic

institutions.  This benefits neither the excluded group nor society in general. For society, it is a

horrendous waste of a very valuable resource.  For the high IQ person it is a personal tragedy,

commonly resulting in unrealized social, educational and productive potential.  The above statistics

are the result of dividing the Gaussian distribution of 126 with a standard deviation of 6.7 by the IQ

distribution of the total population.

The very limited research that has been done on this phenomenon has focused on possible flaws in

high IQ people that might explain the exclusion.  In order to be explanatory, the flaw would need to

increase with IQ.  However, the evidence that exists suggests that it is not the result of a compensatory

flaw, but rather the result of inappropriate educational and productive environments within which

the high IQ person must strive to succeed. Consequently, remediation should focus on creating more

appropriate environments.

The Exclusion

In the popular culture, IQ has become a point of contention.  Many people credulously accept that the

eminent have very high IQs and that people of ordinary accomplishment have ordinary IQs.  For

example, it was widely reported that Garry Kasparov has an IQ of 190.  In truth, his IQ is verified to be

135. Others, often based on Steven J. Gould's book, 'The Mismeasure of Man' subscribe to the

assertion that IQ is a useless oversimplification that primarily measures how well a person takes IQ

tests.

The science does not support either assertion.  A  very large body of scientific evidence shows that IQ

tests measure a polygenetic trait, g, that exhibits moderate phenotypic variation.  It is directly

correlated, over most of its range, with positive life outcomes and inversely correlated with negative

ones.  It has also been shown to accurately measure what people mean when they use the words

'intelligent' or 'smart'.

However, because of the moderate r values of its correlates, IQ is primarily of value in understanding

the characteristics and interactions of large populations.  Save as a diagnostic tool for very high IQ

individuals, it is not sufficiently predictive to be reliably used on an individual case basis.

 Furthermore, in adulthood, actual life outcomes are generally known and, consequently, a predictive

tool is of limited value.

When IQ tests first came out, the various intellectual elites were willing, even eager, to take them.

 The results, however, while good, were not great, so today they generally are not so willing to have

themselves tested.  Still, while most of the evidence is old, the results are still very likely to be valid.

The only significant recent work is that of Robert Hauser and it suggests that, if anything, the mean IQ

of the intellectually elite professions has fallen.  That, however, is almost surely an artifact of the

methodology.

Over an extensive range of studies and with remarkable consistency, from Physicians to Professors to

CEOs, the mean IQ of intellectually elite professions is about 125 and the standard deviationn is about

6.5.  For example, Gibson and Light found that 148 members of the Cambridge University faculty had

a mean IQ of 126 with a standard deviation of 6.3.  The highest score was 139.  J.D. Matarazzo and S.G.

Goldstein found that the mean IQ of 80 medical students was 125 with a standard deviation of about

6.7.  There was one outlier at 149, but the next highest score was 138.  This means that 95% of people

in intellectually elite professions have IQs between 112 and 138   99.98% have IQs between 99 and 151.

By dividing the distribution function of the elite professions' IQ by that of the general population, we

can calculate the relative probability that a person of any given IQ will enter and remain in an
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intellectually elite profession.  We find

that the probability increases to about

133 and then begins to fall.  By 140 it

has fallen by about 1/3 and by 150 it

has fallen by about 97%.  In other

words, for some reason, the 140s are

really tough on one's prospects for

joining an intellectually elite

profession.  It seems that people with

IQs over 140 are being systematically,

and likely inappropriately, excluded.

 With the conservative assumption

that, absent the exclusionary

processes, IQs above 133 neither help

nor hinder the achievement of elite

profession membership, the excluded

population is distributed as shown above.  If we assume that the positive correlation seen below 133

IQ continues above 133, the excluded population would be larger and the exclusion more complete.

********

Inappropriately excluded?  Remediation is possible! 

Subscribe to The Polymath.
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Grady Towers, in his article, 'The Empty Promise' concludes that IQs over 140 add nothing to the

academic or career performance of the individual.  However, the result herein described is a stronger

statement in that it actually appears to support an inverse correlation.  It is not an entirely new

revelation.  Robert Sternberg and others have mentioned an inverse correlation by observing the

absence of very high IQ individuals in intellectual settings.  However, the observation has not led to

any deep investigation.  Typically, it is mentioned with an implication that very high IQ people

routinely possess some compensating negative trait that eliminates their intellectual advantage.  An

example is the assertion that very high IQ people lack 'common sense'. Dressed up, this is Sternberg's

hypothesis.  Another explanation is that decreasing 'emotional intelligence' nullifies the advantage of

higher IQ. Little research has actually been done on the exclusion and what little that has does not

support either of these explanations.  Linda Gottfredson has argued energentically against the

Sternberg model.

While increasing IQ, especially over 140, is inversely correlated with elite membership, 140-150 IQ is

also characteristic of eminence (Nobelists, Fields Medalists, etc.).  While there are a number of

anecdotal and inferential citations, the most definitive study was that of Dr. Anne Roe (1952) in which

she gave 64 of America's (U.S. born) most eminent scientists an IQ test that ETS had created for that

purpose.  As best as can be determined (there were methodological problems) the test rendered a 15

point ratio IQ and the average IQ of the group was 152.  This corresponds to a modern deviation IQ of

144 which agrees with the anecdotal and inferential evidence.

                         Low.      Median   High 

Verbal              121            166       177 

Spatial              123            137      164 

Math                128            154       194 

Averages          124            152       178

What this suggests is that while an IQ over 140 will decrease the probability of entrance into an elite

profession, if the impediment can be overcome, performance within the elite is likely to be superior.

Of the 64, the highest D15IQ was 158, which is close to the statistically expected highest IQ of any

scientist.  In other words, by 160 D15IQ, the exclusion is nearly complete and by this study of the most

eminent, the statistical prediction is corroborated.  However, in total, this higher IQ characteristic of

eminence strongly supports the conclusion that the exclusion is inappropriate and if these extremely

high IQ individuals were allowed to work on the hardest problems, the result would be eminence.
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As will be discussed later, Mathematics and Theoretical Physics contain many problems that are

difficult to solve but relatively easy to verify.  As such, they may be exceptions to this exclusion.  The

reason that the Roe study doesn't reflect this is because the Physicists and Mathematicians were not

given the math portion which we can assume lowered their average score.

So, if your IQ is 140 something, the above should serve as a warning that you may be facing related

career challenges.  If your IQ is over 150, it is a clarion call; without direct intervention, your career

prospects are very poor.  If you are the parent of a child with a D15IQ over 150, immediate and

dramatic action is required.  At present, realistic options for individual remediation are severely

limited.

To provide perspective for readers, one in 261 people have IQs over 140 and one in 2,331 have IQs

over 150.  While the high IQ exclusion does not directly affect a large percentage of the population, the

people it does affect, it affects profoundly.  Because of the large population of western civiliztion, the

absolute number in this group is not small.  There are approximately 6.5 million people with an IQ

over 140 and 729,000 people with an IQ over 150.

Why is This Happening?
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Because of the dearth of objective evidence, the cause of the exclusion cannot be determined directly.

 Garth Zietsman has said, referring to people with D15IQs over 152, 'A common experience with

people in this category or higher is that they are not wanted - the masses (including the professional

classes) find them an affront of some sort.'  While true, it is more likely a symptom than a cause of the

exclusion.  We need to understand why they are an affront.

From a theoretical standpoint, democratic meritocracies should evolve five IQ defined 'castes', The

Leaders, The Advisors, The Followers, The Clueless and The Excluded. These castes are natural in

that they are the result of how people of different intellectual abilities relate to one another.  This is

based on research done by Leta Hollingworth in the 1930's and the more recent work of D.K.

Simonton.

Before we begin, we need to digress for a moment into a discussion of deviation and ratio IQs.

Because few people understand the difference, there has been significant confusion over the meaning

of various IQ scores.  IQ was originally designed for children and was defined as ((mental

age)/(chronological age))X100.  In other words, an eight year old with a 150 IQ scored about the same

as the average twelve year old. 

It was found very quickly that there were far more very high IQ children than what the standard,

Gaussian distribution predicts.  So, today, IQ tests have their raw scores adjusted to force the results

to fit a standard bell curve distribution and are referred to as deviation IQs. While this practice has

benefits, it tends to depress the IQs of the very highest scorers and, thereby, understate the

intellectual distance between them and more normal IQs.  For example, a person with a 170 IQ today

would have a 200 IQ in the ratio IQ era.

Leta Hollingworth studied profoundly gifted children.  She reported them as having IQs of 180+,

which was a R16 score.  As such, on today's tests this equates to 159+.  Her conclusion was that when

IQ differences are greater than 30 points, leader/follower relationships will break down or will not

form.  It establishes an absolute limit to the intellectual gulf between leader and followers.  She also

concluded that there was an D15IQ 'sweet spot' of best outcomes from 123 to 144.

We have no reason to conclude that this upper limit on IQ differences changes in adulthood and,

consequently, an elite with a mean R16IQ of 128 will have no leaders with R16IQs over 158 (149

D15IQ).  This is consistent with the conclusion that there are no appropriate roles for >150 D15IQs

and approximately corroborates Hollingworth's 'sweet spot'.

Much more recently, D.K. Simonton found that persuasiveness is at its maximum when the IQ

differential between speaker and audience is about 20 points.  While he has not studied this effect

among those with very high IQs, it is assumed that it follows ratio IQs at the high end.  This has been

corroborated with empirical studies of manager and leader success, which peaks between a 1.0 and

1.2 standard deviation differential.

We are going to use ratio IQs to perform our calculations, as they are probably a more accurate

measure of intellectual distance at the high end.  However, for clarity, we will restate our answers to

the modern standard of 15 point deviation IQs.

We already know that elites have an average IQ of about 125 (R16 128) which implies that the

audience that is to be convinced by the elites has a mean R16IQ of 108 (D15IQ is about the same under

120 IQ).  People with R16IQs below 98, after Hollingworth, are not effective followers and in a

modern meritocracy are essentially disenfranchised and in the public discourse, essentially 'The

Clueless'.  It means that the 'The Followers' in the public discourse have a R16IQ mode of 108 R16IQ

and 'The Leaders' have a R16IQ mode of 128 (125 D15IQ).  These calculations provide us with a

theoretical understanding of why the intellectually elite professions so consistently have mean D15IQs

of 125.

In free markets people choose to whom they listen.  In other words, in audiences dominated by high

school graduates, who average around 105 IQ, the successful leaders will have an average IQ of

105+20=125.  Speakers with R16IQs over 105+30=135 (D15IQ130) will be cancelled from radio, fired

from TV and print or not elected because they confuse rather than enlighten their audience.  A college

educated audience (115 IQ) will be most convinced by a R16IQ of 115+20=135 and confused by a

115+30=145 R16IQ (140 D15IQ). 

Effective leaders recognize that they need the counsel of those smarter than themselves.  They will be

most convinced by advisors with R16IQs of 128+20=148 (D15IQ 139).  We also see that the

compressed standard deviation is predicted as a result of persuasive needs of the overall

organizational structure.  A Leader needs to be persuasive within the community of Leaders which

limits the R16IQ to 128+20=148 which is the same as the mode for Advisors.  However, the 148 R16IQ

Leader becomes incomprehensible to most Followers, which limits their effectiveness and

encourages them to become an Advisor. Because Leaders become ineffective above an R16IQ of 148,

Advisors won't find clients if their R16IQ is over 148+20=168=155 D15IQ.

So we see that these parameters of maximum persuasiveness of 20 R16 points and maximum

leader/follower differential of 30 R16 points, create a natural trifurcation of enfranchised people into

'The Advisors' (128-168 R16IQ; 125-155 D15IQ), Leaders (115-141 R16IQ; 112-138 D15IQ) and Followers

(98-128 R16IQ; 98-125 D15IQ)  'The Clueless' with D15 IQs below 98 are effectively lost to the process.

 They cannot really understand the public discourse and will often not follow discussions in

productive environments.

People with D15IQs over 150 are effectively 'The Excluded', routinely finding their thoughts to be

unconvincing in the public discourse and in productive environments.  If placed in a leadership

position, they will not succeed. 

So, while Sternberg et alia search for personal flaws to explain professional and social failings for

people with D15IQs>150, the simple fact is that it is an artifact of a culture that fails to provide them

with audience or followers.  They are not a natural fit as advisors because the leaders are not



persuaded and often won't even understand the advice.

Inappropriate Educational Options

The exclusion really begins in primary school with the failure of the educational process to provide an

appropriate learning environment.  The grading process, which should be a reliable assessment of

knowledge learned and skills acquired, becomes nothing more than a measure of the child's

willingness to bend to the will of the teachers' demand that he or she acquiesce to a profoundly

inappropriate curriculum and learning process.

Leta Hollingworth noted that, if mainstreamed, children with R16IQs over 150 (D15IQ 141) check out

and do not excel.  Miraca Gross has done a long-term longitudinal study of 60, 160+ D15IQ Australian

children. 17 of the children were radically accelerated, 10 were accelerated one or two years and the

remaining 33 were mainstreamed.  The results were astonishing with every radically accelerated

student reported as educationally and professionally successful and emotionally and socially

satisfied.  The group that was not accelerated she characterizes as follows: 'With few exceptions, they

have very jaded views of their education. Two dropped out of high school and a number have dropped

out of university. Several more have had ongoing difficulties at university, not because of a lack of

ability but because they have found it difficult to commit to undergraduate study that is less than

stimulating'. These children have IQs similar to Leonardo da Vinci, Galileo, etc., so the loss from

unrealized potential is enormous.

Gross also did a wonderful comparative case study of a 133 D15IQ girl who had great educational

success and a 169 D15IQ boy who was completely destroyed by an uncaring school system.  It provides

some enlightening examples of precisely how the educational system thwarts children in the 140+

D15IQ range.

The problem stems from the misconception among educators that the intellectual gulf between

moderately and highly gifted children is not that great.  In fact, depending upon the conceptual

content, Professor Gross suggests that the exceptionally gifted children and above may learn 4-5

times faster than the midrange students.  Therefore, a reasonable, in fact conservative, expectation of

educational progress is the ratio of the highly gifted student's ratio IQ and the ratio IQ for which the

curriculum is normed.

So, a 150 D15IQ child would be expected to progress through a K-12 public school curriculum geared

to the 100 IQ student in 12/1.6=7.5 years.  They would graduate from high school at 13. Some children

may be physically and emotionally prepared for full time school a year early and would finish high

school at 12. When we hear about a child who finishes high school at 12 or 13, we think of a 'one in a

million' prodigy and we suspect that the child was pushed to his or her detriment.  Yet, with an

enabling educational environment, it is actually a reasonable expectation for about one in 200

children.  The true 'one in a million' child is doing college level learning at 7 or 8.

These children can be expected to complete their six years of college, which is geared to a 120 IQ, in

about 6/(160/120)=4.5 years.  So, we would expect the 150 D15IQ person to receive their first

advanced degree at age 17 or 18 if the educational system didn't actively retard them.  This will

provide them with another five or six years of education, during which they can acquire another four

advanced degrees or equivalent.

It is often stated that gifted children become bored in mainstream classes.  However, that is too

passive a description.  Often they are frustrated and even angered by the slow pace.  Garth Zietsman

states that people with IQs over 124 'don't require assistance to learn. They can find the information

and master the methods themselves'. It is probably the case that for most 140+ D15IQ people,

autodidactic or self paced learning is preferred.  It is also likely that they prefer the polymathic

'question first' approach to learning, as well.

Because of all the above, many, perhaps most, 150+ D15IQ children reach college age with a bad grade

transcript and even worse attitude.  Even if they manage to perform near their potential in their

educational careers, it will likely not matter since adult society is not structured for them, anyway.

Social Isolation

What applies to productive environments also applies to social environments and even personal

relationships.  Theoretically, after Hollingworth, a person's social relationships should be limited to

people with R16IQs within 30 points of their own.  For the 100 IQ person, this will include about 94%

of the population and consequently it is not an issue.  However, for the 150 R16IQ (140 D15IQ), social

relationships are limited to 120-180 R16IQ people which represents just a little over 10% of the

population.  The 165 R16IQ (150D15IQ) person will be limited to people with 135+ R16IQs (130 D15IQ).

 This comprises just 2% of the population.   By 182 R16IQ (160 D15IQ) the problem becomes critical

with social relationships limited to those with R16IQs over 152 (142 D15IQ) which comprises just

0.25% of the population.

The +/- 30 R16IQ range of Leta Hollingworth is also a good estimated limit on lasting social

relationships.  However, they are not equal relationships but rather will necessarily have a strong

leader/follower quality to them.  Also, the degree of mutual understanding will almost surely be

insuffient to reach and sustain emotional intimacy.  Relationships based upon approximate

intellectual parity probably cannot have more than 0.75 standard deviation (~12 points).  For the 140

D15IQ person, the limit for intellectual parity relationships is about 128, or about 2.5% of the

population.  For the Hollingsworth children, 180 R16IQ (159 D15IQ), the limit for an intellectual

parity relationship is a hopeless 168+ R16IQ or 152+ D15IQ.  This is only 0.0263% of the population.

Members of high IQ societies, especially those that require D15IQs above 145, often comment that

around this IQ, qualitatively different thinking emerges.  By this they mean that the 145+ D15IQ

person doesn't just do the same things, intellectually, as a lower IQ person, just faster and more

accurately, but actually engages in fundamentally different intellectual processes.  David Wechsler, D.

K. Simonton, et alia, have observed the same thing.



Since intimate social relationships are predicated upon mutual understanding, this draws a kind of

'line in the sand' at 140-150 D15IQ that appears to separate humans into two distinct groups.  This

may truncate the 30 point limit for those between 150 and 160 D15IQ people. Even when 150+ D15IQ

people learn to function in the mainstream society, they will always be considered, and will feel, in

some way 'different'.  Grady Towers explored this in depth in his article, 'The Outsiders'.  This is of

mild interest to the group within which the 150+ D15IQ person is embedded but it is moderately to

profoundly important to the high IQ individual who will feel an often profound sense of isolation.

It has often been observed that 150+ D15IQ people are loners.  Also, Loius Termann found that

children at this IQ level were emotionally maladjusted in about 40% of the cases.  However from the

above one cannot help but wonder if this results from the children being constantly thrust into 'no-

win' social situations and never given the opportunity to hone their social skills among their

intellectual peers.

Assortative mating, in humans includes a strong tendency to choose a spouse who is in the same IQ

range.  At a maximum, IQ difference cannot exceed Hollingworth's 30 points and preferentially

should be within Simonton's 20 points.  For the 100 IQ person 80-120 IQ contains about 80% of the

population and not much thought about intelligence is neccesary when choosing a mate.  However,

the 150 D15IQ percent will find that less than 0.4% of prospective mates are in the proper intellectual

range.  Because of this, IQ becomes a significant limitation on mate selection.

These factors probably explain the positive correlation between higher IQ and emotional

maladjustment found by Terman, et alia.  It is not an inherent trait of high intelligence but rather a

consequence of extreme social isolation.

Conclusion

As D15IQ increases above 140, people become progressively more excluded from educational,

productive and social opportunities until by 160 D15IQ the exclusion is nearly complete. 

Individuals with D15IQs of more than 160 are rare, comprising just 0.0032% of the population. They

possess at least one trait in common with many of the greatest minds in history.  Yet only a

vanishingly small percentage will find a proper environment within which they may thrive

intellectually, socially and productively. 

This is harmful for the individuals but it is also an unfortunate circumstance for society as well. What

if intellectual giants like Einstein, da Vinci, J.S. Mill, etc. were ten times more common? Almost

certainly progress would be much greater.  It is because of this that the exclusion should be of

significant concern to everyone.

The Polymathic Institute and Polymathica

Many people with D15IQs between 140 and 150 and nearly all people with IQs over 150 face enormous

challenges and require new social and productive environments if they are to reach their potential.

 The Polymathic Institute promotes polymathic research, education, careers and lifestyles

Polymathica is targeted at the upper 5% of the population in intellectual sophistication.  This is

approximately equivalent to D15IQs above 125.  Leaders will, characteristically, have R16IQs over 148

(D15IQ 147) and up to 178 R16IQ (166 D15IQ).  Advisors will have D15IQs of 161+.

Clearly, few of the people of working age with D15IQs over 150 have appropriate outlets.  The only

probable exceptions are Mathematics and Theoretical Physics where the range of comprehensibility is

probably closer to 60 R16IQ points than to the 30 R16IQ point Hollingsworth limit.  However, the

careers are only appropriate, with regard to interest and disposition, for a small percentage of the

150+ D15IQ population.  The vast majority have no appropriate career options.

********************

The Inappropriately Excluded, if given a chance, can bring superior solutions to societal problems. 

But, there must be proper avenues of communications that currently do not exist.  Please distribute

this article, then read and distribute 'Medicare Advantage for All', a superior healthcare solution.

********************

Over time, The Polymathic Institute may attract as much as 25% of those with a 150+ D15IQ. If they

comprise about 1% of Polymathica, Polymathica will reach about 12 million in membership. That is

about 15% of the top 5% and consistent with current evidence. 

In other words, we can, if we succeed, enable a significant portion of those currently inapropriately

excluded from participating in the hardest problems and the most intellectually demanding projects.

 Those who are interested in participating in either Polymathica or The Polymathic Institute should

subscribe to the Institute's newsletter, The Polymath.  To do so, just provide an e-mail address, name

(optional) and referral code.  If you were not referred, enter 999999.
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I don't see you in Pometheus.
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Florence charlott February 15, 2020 at 7:06 AM

I'm so exited to share my testimonies about the Good Work of Dr.Ehiaguna who get me cured from herpes

simplex virus (HSV1&2) with his herbs, I never thought that I will live on earth before the year runs out. I

have been suffering from herpes, I had spent a lot of money going from one Hospital to another looking for

way to get rid of this disease, the hospital have been my home everyday residence. Constant checks up have

been my hobby not until this faithful day, I was searchingthrough the internet, I saw a testimony on how Dr.

Ehiaguna helped someone in curing his herpes disease using his healingHerbs, quickly I copied his email just

to give him a try I spoke to him, he told me that he is going to provide the herbal cure to me, which hedid,

after i receive his herbs and i take it as instructed i was cure permanently from herpes my herpes disease was

gone. so I decided to share my testimony, that nothing is impossible with God, God use a man to healed me.

No matter what you are passing through, no matter how deadly the sickness is and no matter what the

situation is God that did mine is still going to do yours, people suffering from herpes, brain tumor, kidney

disease, pcos, AIDS, ALS,copd, asthma, athritis,herpes, Cancer,Hpv, any kind of disease, you can reach him

now via ? Gmail address: drehiaguna@gmail.com or whatsapp +2348073908953 and you will be the next to

testify of his great work.

pamela drews April 9, 2020 at 9:04 PM

if you are infected with any disease like HIV, AIDS, CANCER

HERPES or any other disease you can also be happy like me

by contacting Dr.KOKOBI through his email @ kokobiherbalremedycentre@gmail.com or whatsapp him on

his cellphone number +254746618873 for for more info send me a mail via pamela.drews77@gmail.com. He

was the one that helped me

neme amber June 10, 2020 at 11:05 PM

Hello, everyone! I,m here to explore blogs and forum about wonderful and most safe cure for (Herpes Virus).I

was positive to the deadly virus called herpes and i lost hope because i was out casted and rejected even by my

closet friends.i searched on-line to know and enquirer about cure for Herpes and i read someone testimony on
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how he was cured from Herpes so i decided to contact the same herbalist because i know that nature has the

power to heal everything.i contacted him to know how he can help me and he told me never to worry that he

will heal me with the natural herbs from God!after 2 days of contacting him, he told me that the cure has been

ready and he sent it to me via DHL and it got to me after 3 days!i used the med as he instructed me

(MORNING and EVENING) and i was cured!its really like a dream but i am so happy!thats the reason i

decided to also add more comment of Him so that more can be saved just like me!and if you need his help,

you can email him on nativehealthclinic@gmail.com, or whatsapp +2348140073965 I,m neme amber and you

can get in touch with me via nemeamber@gmail.com..Contact him for help at Herpes virus

HIV/AIDS CANCER COPD BRAIN TUMOR All kind of virus and disease

wisdom best June 25, 2020 at 9:15 AM

i want to testify of how DR MOSES  herbal mixture cream enlarged my penis size. i never thought i will be

happy again in my life because of my small penis situation,i have struggling with this issue my life time and i

could not find a professional result i wanted ,i ave went to hospitals,used vaccines,tried several herbs online

,penis pumps and all but none rendered me the solution i wanted ,i felt like killing when my fiance

KIMBERLY left me after undressing myself in front of her,my size was too embarrassing and shameful

imagine a 37 years old man like me having 3.5 inches penis size..the world seem to an end to me when she

left,  one faithful day as i was watching a video on you tube i saw on the comments of one MR PAUL

HAVERSACK testifying of this great herbal healer DR MOSES helped him enlarge his penis .i was shocked

and happy so i quickly visited his website and emailed him within 30 mins he got back to me and told me all i

need to buy and i did so after 4 days i received his herbal medicine ,he gave me instructions on how to use it

,as i am speaking to you people now after using the cream for just two weeks my penis size is 10 inches long

and 8.0 girth ,,am so happy and grateful for his work in my life thank you so much Dr MOSES ,,i also learnt

he has cure for LOW SPERM COUNT,PREMATURE EJACULATION,ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION,HIV/AIDS

VIRUS,DIABETES 1/2,HERPES DISEASE,CANCER,and lots more you can email him on (

buba.herbalmiraclemedicine@gmail.com ) or call/whats-app him directly on +2349060529305 thanks or you

can call me 05019914802 am from Royal Arkansas united state or You can go through is website

https://bubaherbalmiraclemedicine.wordpress.com/

Michael's Resume March 7, 2015 at 2:01 PM

I don't join high IQ societies.

Reply

karo_x May 1, 2020 at 3:13 PM

Me too, me too. 

02.05.2020 00:14

Dan Kurt March 29, 2015 at 11:31 AM

Marvelous Article. I never figured out my plight until I was in college in the early 1960s. Had multiple IQ tests from age 7

to 21 and was 165+ (one was an entirely visual one given to Naval pilot wannabes where I scored 116/116 and my GREs

800, 800 and 960/970 chemistry). Yes I got into the Ivy League and reached the level of Post-Doc. Went to one Mensa

meeting while in college but couldn't relate to the people who seemed to be name dropping, signaling and bragging. I was

lucky in life as I found a way to avoid employment in a bureaucratic setting soon after finishing my studies except for one

corporate job by being self employed and independent. I was lucky in finding a mate as my wife was a grad student (hard

science like me) when I met her who got her Ph.D. in three years. Intelligence is definitely inherited as our son has a

Ph.D. in engineering and is a rocket scientist/mathematician. I could tell you stories of how you are so right but also of

how the really, really smart do succeed in spite of the discrimination.

Dan Kurt

Reply

pconroy September 8, 2015 at 12:03 PM

Dan,

I'm 157 sd15 and that was my impression of Mensa also. Far too many people who barely qualified and too

Neurotypical for my liking!

pconroy September 8, 2015 at 12:07 PM

I have a very high Spatial/Abstract Reasoning ability too. I took the Ravens Progressive Matrixes test at 17 yo

and completed it in 2/3 of the time allotted, and got one question wrong out of about 200. The examiner

asked me if I knew which question I had wrong, and I did, as it was the only one I guessed.

Unknown September 6, 2016 at 2:22 PM

The discrimination goes both ways too, I was shopped to 3 Mensa groups as a child but they took self

absorbed pomposity to creepy levels. I'm a 150+, never got into accelerated programs of any merit so instead I

ended up sampling a few dozen professions, get bored and move on. I really don't recommend this by the way.

Emmanuel Brun d'Aubignosc March 21, 2017 at 8:54 AM

I reregistered at Mensa when I realized they had meetings nearby where I live. It's nice to meet interesting

people. While not having a very high IQ, I sometimes wondered about how some of the people actually passed

the test. 
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I'm not sure I'd qualify for a more selective IQ society. I guess my IQ must be somewhere between 130 and

140 (I get quite different results depending on the test I do, even when doing the 2 Mensa tests). But even if I

would, I'm not sure I could find society like Mensa, active worldwide with over 130k people. It seems that

most of not all of the other high IQ societies are purely virtual. 

So at the end of the day, Mensa is the best things I found so far. While not everyone there is a "genius", while

there are certainly people bragging about their IQ, the odds of finding someone very smart and interesting at

a Mensa meeting are much higher than elsewhere. For example: the guy sitting in font of me at the last

meeting has an IQ of 151. Despite the fact that I'm roughly 3 times his age, we could have a conversation.

Clara kat June 15, 2020 at 5:13 AM

Do anyone still doubt natural herbs? I’ve seen the great importance of natural supplements and the wonderful

work Dr Edidia has done in my husband life.I was looking for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

COPD treatments for my husband who was 72yrs old, my husband has COPD and cancer, his condition was

very critical which i was very afraid that will not survive it.His white blood count was very low right now and

his doctors are planning on starting some chemo or other treatment soon.. I don't believe he will last long if

he does this.. His COPD  is getting worse even though he hasn't smoked in 30 years. so i decided to come

online to see if there will be better alternative, during my research i saw a lady post about doctor Dr Edidia 

who has power over deadly disease, so i decided to contact him because i really do not care about what my

husband was talking in all i want for him is for him to get well for me because he was all i have, my husband

took the remedies that he send to us through UPS  as he told us and few weeks later my husband stop to

notice that symptoms of his disease are begging to leave him so he went back to his Doctor and he was told he

no longer has those diseases.

My husband is totally free of COPD and cancer if not for doctor Edidia who help us rid this problem there is a

possibility that my husband wouldn't be alive today.

their contact info Email: dredidiaherbalhome@gmail.com

whatsapp: +2349074505296 

visit his website http://dredidiaherbalhome.weebly.com/  or

   https://dredidiaherbalhome.wixsite.com/dredidiaherbalhome

https://dr-edidia-herbal-home.business.site/  

Anonymous March 29, 2015 at 11:01 PM

This sounds right. We don't put ultra-high-IQ people in leadership positions because we can't understand anything they

say. Like the scene in "Idiocracy" where the 100-IQ protagonist tries to explain to a 40-IQ audience that plants need

water. (He finally convinces them by telling them he talks to plants).

Linus Torvalds is not handicapped by his 160 IQ because he doesn’t have to explain anything to anyone. His authority

over the Linux kernel is absolute, and when he decides something must be done, he does it himself.

Reply

Unknown September 6, 2016 at 2:25 PM

I had that starting sophomore year of HS, it takes a conscious effort to weed out vocabulary and think of

things in layman's terms, it is doable though. The harder part is if things involve multiple concepts that aren't

understood, major time sink getting everyone up to speed.

Stiltdancer April 11, 2015 at 5:40 PM

"The Empty Promise" is available here. It's an excellent article.

https://web.archive.org/web/20060206030830/http://www.eskimo.com/~miyaguch/grady/emptypromise.html

Reply

Unknown September 8, 2016 at 3:52 PM

Good man, I especially liked the point about how strong IQ becomes less relevant if you select those that

already have high IQs. Sort of how height becomes less relevant for basketball if you factor in people who are

already good at it.

That said the top article resonated with me emotionally.

Assistant Village Idiot April 15, 2015 at 6:44 PM

I was president of Prometheus when Grady wrote "The Outsiders," and I was quite fond of him. (He came to a sad end,

BTW.) There was a lot of discussion in the society at the time whether this phenomenon was in fact real, or whether we

simply noticed and felt the pain more keenly when a high-IQ person did not seem to get life together, and therefore

remembered it. Long after Grady was gone, I did a partial takedown of his main example, Billy Sidis. Those interested

can easily find my site and enter Sidis in the search box.

I don't think the evidence of deteriorating life-outcomes above IQ140 is that good, actually. It gave me great comfort to

believe that in the 1980's, as it became clearer that no one was going to discover me and move me to elevated position,

but I'm not sure it's true.

Reply
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Michael's Resume April 16, 2015 at 5:23 AM

Thanks for you comment. This article explores a specific mathematical relationship between two distribution

functions. It is no more amenable to refutation than the assertion that 12×15=180. The distribution function

of the total population is 100 mean and 15 SD by definition. 

If one were to criticize the conclusion, one should doubt the premise that the intellectual elites' distribution

function is Gaussian with a 126 mean and 6.5 SD. While the preponderance of evidence supports the premise,

there is contradictory evidence. Robert Hauser generally found lower means and higher standard deviations.

The exclusion still exists but it is less pronounced.

'The Empty Promise' is the proper Grady Towers article to compare and I actually started thinking about this

after reading it. I hope you subscribe to The Polymath.

Unknown April 17, 2016 at 12:30 PM

135 as a child, in 73 150+ for air force in 85 and 150 for ovr 2008 no advanced schooling,general studies.

broken family cant hold a job and un able to speak to most.

Unknown April 17, 2016 at 12:35 PM

135 as a child, in 73 150+ for air force in 85 and 150 for ovr 2008 no advanced schooling,general studies.

broken family cant hold a job and un able to speak to most.

Unknown September 6, 2016 at 2:28 PM

Heh, about 5 years behind you on the same track. :^(

Unknown July 20, 2018 at 1:39 PM

I read the Sidis history of Eastern NA tribes. It was well-written and mostly factual up to a point. A bit

"antediluvian" in spots, but he didn't have access to current tech. I wasn't as overwhelmed by his brilliance as

I hoped I would be, but was left with the impression of a person of very high intelligence with strong detail

orientation.

Bilejones April 18, 2015 at 4:46 PM

I score 4 plus standard deviations above the mean at Stanford-Binet. 

My observation is that the moderately smart 125-140 types, having been told all their life how smart they are, are

uncomfortable with real smarts.

Reply

Ephrem Antony Gray June 1, 2015 at 11:07 AM

In many cases, the discomfort goes both ways: experience by one, generated by the other. Encouraging those

with high IQ's to be anti-social because they are highly intelligent is practically criminal considering how it

will shred the IQ of a society.

Anonymous July 12, 2015 at 2:34 AM

Bilejones, I can testify that I have never met a real smart person in my life. Once I did start talking to such

people online, I was both curious and exuberated.

Unknown July 21, 2018 at 6:27 PM

Bilejones - I am one of those at your upper "smart" range, 140. I would want to be understood, just now and

then, and someone with a 165 or so would be able to understand me, and I might not drive them up a wall the

way a 120 would.

Unknown August 27, 2018 at 6:22 PM

I think you're right. I like to consider myself as being "smart". In the instances where I've met someone who

just zings right past me, it's been humbling, humiliating even.

dc.sunsets October 2, 2018 at 6:40 AM

Cognitive biases as described by Kahneman do not (as I understand it) discriminate by "g." To me this means

that conversation with a person in a high IQ society doesn't necessarily become "more fun." In fact, if that

person's biases cause their high intellect to generate a Rationalization Bubble to shield their bias-induced

blind spot, heated conflict is the result.

Smart people simply create better rationalizations for their bias-induced follies. None of us is outside the

Matrix.

High IQ societies (at least in my experience) are not collegial.
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Luke Lea April 22, 2015 at 6:40 AM

I think you overestimated the numbers of people with IQ's over 140 and 150. Can someone please do the math of a

normal distribution for sigmas in that range?

Reply

Unknown August 4, 2015 at 3:54 PM

The relity is IQ on 140 is one in 730 something and IQ 150 one in 1000

Michael's Resume April 22, 2015 at 8:26 AM

Obviously I did the math and double and triple checked it before I published. The math is messy so I use.

https://www.fourmilab.ch/rpkp/experiments/analysis/zCalc.html

140 D15IQ and 150 D15IQ respectively are 2.67 and 3.33 sigma respectively. This returns a 1/p of 261 and 2,331

respectively.

Reply

Michael's Resume April 22, 2015 at 9:08 AM

By the way the 6.5 million and 729K are for the 1.7 billion people in Western civilization.

Anonymous May 2, 2015 at 11:23 AM

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trust_(1990_film)

The Martin Donovan character of this movie can help us to explain why many real talented people are being excluded... 

But I have to disagree on the idea that only those with IQ above 150 to be the most intelligent.

Reply

Dexter May 18, 2015 at 7:00 PM

If the super-intelligent don't know how to make their thoughts convincing in the public discourse and in productive

environments, then how intelligent are they, really? 

I suspect that a lot of super-intelligent men simply aren't interested in a lot of "elite" professions. In these cases, the

super-intelligent aren't "inappropriately excluded"; they are appropriately excluding themselves. The fact of the matter is

that the vast majority of doctors, lawyers, and academics don't do anything that requires an IQ over 140, and it is no

surprise that men with such IQs don't want these jobs.

Reply

X March 27, 2018 at 10:51 AM

I own and run a law firm and prior to this state, personally attended to cases for around 15 years. I'm divorced

twice and childless. I've achieved much and received many accolades.

I have the ability to explain, at differing levels of complexity of course, almost anything to almost any average

one.I've successfully held leadership positions until I tired of the respective roles.

Subsequent to establishing a trajectory of accumulating wealth and creating a self sustaining reputation, I

came under constant attack and undue scrutiny, ostensibly on account of having built a thing in a short time

that took most lawyers the bulk of their professional lives to do.

The promise of self actualization was false and I had fooled myself into a futile exercise. I experience internal

rage when set upon for my opinion or advice as to the resolution of revolting disputes of interest.

I have one friend, don't like my mother, pity my rich father and envy my brother for living a real life. 

The exclusion from partaking in society at large has but one cause, fish are no good at climbing trees. IQ186

dc.sunsets October 2, 2018 at 6:49 AM

I suspect you could mimic lower cognitive levels to enable dialogue, but you still couldn't explain the concept

of "being wet" to the fish who surround you.

Are there two paths for unusually bright people, same as for everyone else? You followed the Uncommon Life

(high achievement.) The alternative is the Common Life (what most people live as cogs in the machine.) From

my perspective now (grandparent age), the Uncommon Life doesn't yield many happy, well-adjusted people. I

suspect I was fortunate to trip by accident into the Common Life. It was occupationally stunted and outside of

family, quite often boring, but at least my anecdote-of-one suggests that living the Common Life uncommonly

(well) is the best bright people can do. 

Then again, you're claiming 2+ SD's above me, a gulf I can't envision.
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Unknown February 15, 2020 at 12:34 AM

You are right! This is one very possible variation. To be 

a layer or physician is not stimulating. 

Wish you the best!

Daniel May 18, 2015 at 7:34 PM

Dexter, as soon as you can explain something very basic, such as Newtonian physics, to a person with an IQ of 70, you

will have your answer. The gap between the highly intelligent and you is comparable, if not much greater.

Reply

Daniel May 18, 2015 at 7:35 PM

Dexter, as soon as you can explain something very basic, such as Newtonian physics, to a person with an IQ of 70, you

will have your answer. The gap between the highly intelligent and you is comparable, if not much greater.

Reply

Daniel May 18, 2015 at 7:35 PM

This comment has been removed by the author.

Reply

J May 19, 2015 at 4:40 AM

Thanks for the article.

You mention that Kasparov's IQ is on record as 135. What is the source of this information?

I am curious because I regularly test between the 135-140 range in IQ tests (almost 3 S.D.), and I can't ever imagine

performing at Kasparov's level. Anecdotally, several of the people I used to play with regularly beat me, but I consistently

outperformed them in critical thinking and linguistic ability.

Is there a case to be made for specific intelligences?

Reply

Michael's Resume July 25, 2015 at 3:38 PM

Der Spiegel commissioned a group of Psychometricians to evaluate Kasparov's IQ and Kasparov agreed. It

was reported in their magazine.

Unknown February 27, 2017 at 5:06 PM

Being highly intelligent doesn't make you automatically good at chess, nor does it suggest that you even are

predisposed to become good at chess. Memory and concentration abilities also factor heavily into chess

aptitude. This is actually easy to see; nothing about the way chess works requires a high IQ to understand, but

you need to have a lot of experience and knowledge of strategies and situations within the game to be good,

which both does not simply result from high intelligence and doesn't require it (to an extent).

I myself find it improbable that my IQ isn't much, much higher than 135, and yet I also don't think I could

ever become as good at chess as Gary Kasparov.

J May 19, 2015 at 4:43 AM

Thanks for the article.

You mention that Kasparov's IQ is on record as 135. What is the source of this information?

I am curious because I regularly test between the 135-140 range in IQ tests (almost 3 S.D.), and I can't ever imagine

performing at Kasparov's level. Anecdotally, several of the people I used to play with regularly beat me, but I consistently

outperformed them in critical thinking and linguistic ability.

Is there a case to be made for specific intelligences?

Reply

Michael's Resume March 28, 2017 at 11:33 AM

Yes, but I would call them talents not 'intelligences' which I would argue is confusing.

dc.sunsets October 2, 2018 at 6:51 AM

Linda Gottfredson wrote a good refutation of the notion of "different intelligences."

Dexter May 19, 2015 at 7:39 AM
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Dexter, as soon as you can explain something very basic, such as Newtonian physics, to a person with an IQ of 70, you

will have your answer. The gap between the highly intelligent and you is comparable, if not much greater.

If I thought it was super-duper important to explain Newtonian physics to them, then I would find a way to do it in

language they can understand. (If I wanted to educate half-orcs I'd be a public school teacher, but I don't, so I'm not.)

If the super-intelligent want to explain something to the "merely highly intelligent" then they should be able to find a way

to do that in language the latter understands. That may be hard to do -- but since they are super-intelligent they should

be able to find a way to do it, right?

Reply

Michael's Resume July 25, 2015 at 3:47 PM

Dexter, often the basic principle can be explained to those more than 30 IQ points below. However, the

understanding is illusory. As a very practical example, I challenge you to explain the Monty Hall problem to a

90 IQ person. You will reach a point of complete frustration and you will not succeed. As D.K. Simonton says,

you may be able to use words they understand but the concept is inaccessible to them. 

The reason that the Strong Anthropic Principle demands a Creator is an example of a concept that simply

cannot be explained to a person with an IQ below about 130. Again, if you want to frustrate yourself, go ahead

and try.

The notion that any concept can be effectively explained to any person of any given intelligence is absurd on

its face and only seems reasonable because of the egalitarian myth. I got into this once with the Principal of

my son's elementary school (I took him out after 2nd grade). He wanted to pull the 'You will agree that all

children can learn?' I replied, 'I will do you one better. I will grant you that all vertebrates can learn. Now

make your point.' That actually made him angry because the argument that comes after that is clearly absurd

when applied to all vertebrates, but because we have been conditioned to egalitarianism, it sounds good for

children.

Unknown April 26, 2017 at 11:29 AM

I remember reading once that Paul Erdos failed to understand the Monty Hall problem when it was first

explained to him. Tracking down the origin of the anecdote, it turns out to provide an excellent example of the

operation of the communication gap when insight must be transferred rightwards on the iq curve. The

moderately gifted understand concepts in such a different manner to the extremely gifted that their

explanations often muddle, rather than clarify.

https://web.archive.org/web/20140413131827/http://www.decisionsciences.org/DecisionLine/Vol30/30_1/

vazs30_1.pdf

Frank H. Burton July 25, 2017 at 9:31 PM

Ummm...I know this is beside your point, but the Strong Anthropic Principle only demands a Creator if one

accepts needless assumptions about the number (i.e., no more than 1) or about the evolution (i.e., directional,

not bi-idirectional nor a decohering universal wavefunction nor seeding any black-hole progeny, etc.) of the

Universe. More to your point, it is actually easy to explain to a person with an IQ below 130 (or even below

70) that the Strong Anthropic Principle demands a Creator: The argument is a simple fallacy, easy to

introduce with any metaphor similar to the religious "pocket watch in the desert" scenario. That said, I

applaud the notion of an association for Polymaths (even if being a polymath has less to do with IQ than with

curiosity and commitment). Regards, Frank Burton

Anonymous May 19, 2015 at 1:54 PM

Power attracts problem solvers only when there are problems that power can solve. Ironically, by the time these problems

- poverty, oppression, inefficiency, abuse - come to be, positions of power are already securely in the hands of Narcissists,

who were the creators of these problems in the first place and don't want any smart-asses solving them and spoiling their

thrills and profit margins and sex slave parties.

If you want to change the world, you'd first have to partake in the ruthless competition for power that typically only

interests Narcissists. Failing to do that but still partaking in invention & science makes you a psychopath's toy maker -

the rulers are bending every available technology and resource to their advantage (even the Internet with Facebook and

Google), and it's not looking pretty. What might happen when they can become Gods and Fates of virtual worlds full of

conscious virtual humans? Something they'd perhaps never accomplish on their own. Lovecraft would be children's

stories in comparison.

Game theory says nature loves the ruthless. Those who will use fear, pain, terror, deception and all the tools of the war-

box always ultimately win over those who try to play nice (or are compelled to be relatively nice due to their empathy). All

good men will roll on their backs like little dogs if their loved ones are threatened - everyone who loves will ultimately

negotiate with terrorists. As will anyone with empathy when enough is threatened. That's how easily evil conquers, and

it's the same everywhere. Only the concept of God and an eternal punishment for failure could even the playing field, but

that would require belief, which is now inaccessible to intelligent people (at least to those who are in control of their own

minds). Even if it weren't inaccessible, we are soon (negligible senescence via genetic engineering) at a stage where fear

of earthly punishment can rival fear of the eternal. It's said that the Church retarded science, but it obviously has not

retarded it enough.

It remains for intelligent people to remove themselves from science and technology related fields, perhaps focusing

entirely on artistic endeavours or something else that creates no significant tangible value. Anything else means speeding

up the inevitable & utter doom inherent in nature and mankind.

Reply

Aurini February 17, 2016 at 10:52 AM

Study of Godel's Incompleteness Theorem and the Halting Problem eventually led me to faith, and eventually

to the Catholic Church.
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I am trying to write a book on all of this; hopefully it will help others out.

Anonymous July 19, 2017 at 1:38 AM

That sounds very interesting, please let me know when you have at least a draft of that book. I definitely want

to read it.

Anonymous July 19, 2017 at 1:38 AM

That sounds very interesting, please let me know when you have at least a draft of that book. I definitely want

to read it.

Unknown July 20, 2018 at 5:51 PM

So grim but truthful.There is still a place for the extremely gifted in pursuits other than the humanities, but

narcissists, sociopaths and psychopaths do seem to dominate the power domains. I am not a toymaker!*

There is a long list of accelerated resource depletion and more deadly ways of dealing with others that became

that way due to scientists and their nerdy kin being in the thrall of their respective masters. Think "Ice-9" or

Tsar Bomba. In fact, at one time, I was a design engineer on DARPA-sponsored projects. We weren't

developing nice things. 

Yes you are right about that. People like me (sellouts to "The Man") are hopefully offset by dedicated NOAA

climate scientists and so on.

Ultimately, we have to leave open the career trajectories for potential "Crazy Eddies" because it is better to

have a time machine and not need it than need it and be stuck in the present. Oh yes. Why the anonymity?

Orbis October 30, 2019 at 11:59 AM

Most of the worlds major problems are amoral and economic. The amorality is the results of economic

efficiency as noted above. The solutions need to be economic, and higher morality will likely ensue. Rational

hungry people will fight over limited resources to survive. The climate disaster can and is being solved by

technology, for example, Tesla electric vehicles are cleaner, more fun, and less expensive to run than internal

combustion engine cars. They will replace polluting cars not because they pollute less, but because they are

better and less expensive. You cannot talk people out of being dicks - but you can offer them a better

alternative. We are a more moral society now than in the past with respect to women's rights, racism,in part

because everyone benefits from this economically. Children are not needed as cheap farm or factory labor - so

now they can go to school and are protected by law. It was economic changes that allowed those laws to

happen. It was mechanization that shifted the economics.

I have smart friends (IQ 140+)working on practical fusion devices, cancer cures, humanitarian projects, an

optical glucometer, and new treatments for disease. Most have created their own venue - most jobs don't work

for these people. Most of these people have to waste half their career to get to a point where they can fund

themselves. We should help fund these projects that make for a better society.

Daniel May 19, 2015 at 3:02 PM

No, Dexter, you would not because you could not. By definition, a person with an IQ of 70 is as incapable of

demonstrating an effective understanding of Newtonian physics as a person with paraplegia is of walking. What you

propose is cruel and insensitive (I am sure you don't intend it to be, but it is) and above all ineffective. You would not

teach a man with blindness to see with his eyes in a simplified way, would you?

Reply

Michael's Resume April 19, 2017 at 5:03 AM

I have a TNS acquaintance who has dedicated years of effort to finding ways to explain the Monty Hall

problem to people who don't get it. While he has found ways to increase the percentage who understand the

principle he has been forced to that conclude that over 50% of people simply don't have the intellectual

equipment to understand Bayesian reasoning. Yes, with effort high functioning intellectuals can make their

ideas more accessible, but there is a limit. Hence, Hollingworth's 30 point limit.

Now in the case of the Monty Hall problem it is well known that the contestant should switch doors. So people

who think that that is wrong can be shown that the deficiency lies with themselves. However, in productive

environments where similar problems arise, the hyper intellectual will not appear smart, (s)he will be

assessed as wrong and not very smart. The Dunning-Kruger Effect exacerbates this.

DKE is involved here. If you were more competent in the subject, you would know you were wrong. So, in fact,

you are an example of the inappropriate exclusion in action.

Unknown July 20, 2018 at 6:39 PM

Thank you for pointing out the needlessness of the inhumane.

Dexter May 19, 2015 at 5:39 PM

If I wanted them to vote for me or do something important, yes I would. The timeless method of accomplishing such a

thing is for the general to pass his commands to his lieutenants who pass them to the sergeants who make the stupid,
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illiterate grunts get it done. Every legionary does not have to have the genius of Caesar for the chain of command to put

Caesar's ideas into action.

Furthermore, your example does not translate well shifted to the right on the IQ spectrum. Someone with an IQ of 180

can indeed make himself understood to someone with a 130 IQ. The obstacle is time and motivation more than

brainpower; the 130 does not want to take the time and effort to understand the 180's ideas, and the 180 does not want to

expend the time and energy necessary to make his ideas clear. But if it is important enough, it can and will be done.

Reply

Unknown July 20, 2018 at 6:02 PM

You seem to have a few "disparagers" here, but this argument is sound. I think of "meme cascades" on FB and

the local PD shaking down some "liberal snowflakes" when I contemplate your command chain with 21st

century examples.

dc.sunsets October 2, 2018 at 7:26 AM

Not yet have I encountered in this comment section a discussion of cognitive biases that hinder the IQ 180

just as much as the IQ 100. I know of no study of association between addiction & IQ, but strongly suspect

that addiction, broadly defined, does not correlate at all with intelligence. 

Barbara Oakley's PNAS paper on "Pathological Altruism and Altruism Bias" posits what I'd call an addiction

to the endogenous reward system of the brain for feeling good about ones actions under a mental condition of

empathy. I use this to posit that Showtime Network's "Shameless" is not the limit of what constitutes

addiction.

To an average or a very bright person, an idea arising from emotional biases looks identical to an idea arising

from cold logic. The bright person is capable of forming extraordinarily difficult-to-tease-out rationalizations

in support of an emotional-bias-generated idea. This is how we see people in High IQ societies engage in

table-pounding certainty about one Leftist theocratic dogma or another. This is how very bright people can

embrace pseudo-scientific frauds, one right after another. They are addicted to the neurotransmitters

released, the goodfeels, of being "on the right side of history" or confronting intellectual foes who are defined

in Manichean terms, i.e., "literally Hitler." 

Does it matter if the 180 IQ person can employ a daisy-chain of 2-SD translators if all that Ultra-High IQ

person does is communicate a self-referential error? I argue that this describes our modern "patina-of-

science-obsessed" world to a T.

Anonymous May 19, 2015 at 7:25 PM

You need to be more explicit in your calculations. They seem suspect given the references to ratio IQs, which have not

been used for nearly a century and to converting between ratio (mental age/age) and deviation IQs, which is not

something that can be calculated without knowing the age at the time the test was given (plus a great deal of very hard to

find statistical data, since development is not only nonlinear, but has different functions for different ability levels.)

Reply

Alrenous May 21, 2015 at 9:03 AM

The conclusion is robust against small or moderate changes in the numbers. Consider Steelmanning.

Michael's Resume May 22, 2015 at 2:56 PM

Thank you for your post. The core calculation which is the distribution function for the elite professions

divided by the distribution function for the total population is not greatly affected by ratio IQs, so the result is

not really affected. I did calculate using D15IQs to be sure of that. 

The primary reason that I have used ratio IQs is discussed in more detail in the page

http://michaelwferguson.blogspot.com/p/blog-page_9997.html David Wechsler had many good points in his

argument to use D15IQs. However, there were many good reasons not to. I do not agree with the change and I

understand that I am in the minority. That the IQ/cranial volume regression fits ratio IQs is rather compelling

to me. However, I understand that many people will still want to force the IQ distribution to fit a Gaussian

curve.

The translation from deviation to ratio IQ is not without its problems. There is a well respected convertion

table that has been developed which I can send to you if you want. Again, the IQ to cranial volume regression

fits the conversion table very well so I am satisfied that the calculations are not far from accurate.

Again, thank you for your thoughtful post

Michael's Resume July 25, 2015 at 4:06 PM

This article was about an inappropriate exclusion of high IQ individuals from those educational and

productive environments where the most difficult problems are addressed. It is over 4,000 words long which

is stretching the limits of what I would expect tens of thousands of readers to endure. If I went into protracted

discussions of ratio and deviation IQs I would lose nearly all my readers and in that way defeat the purpose of

the article.

Your point is well taken that intellectual maturation does not follow a linear progression and, as such, ratio

IQs among children is problematical. However, we are considering adults and whether there is hope for IQ to

be interpreted as something more than an ordinal scale. I argue elsewhere that there is and that the ratio IQ

can be considered an interval scale. However, I would need to add a minimum of 4,000 more words to

effectively consider that and it would, I fear, lose more readers than it would elucidate.

One of the reasons I am inclined to the ratio IQ scale is simply because it has been shown to be
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mathematically orderly. I reference John Scoville's paper where he finds that ratio/deviation IQs follow a log

normal distribution and that is the conversion that I use.

http://hiqnews.megafoundation.org/John_Scoville_Paper.htm

Thanks for your thoughtful response.

brian August 31, 2017 at 3:13 PM

Come on now. Its fairly light reading actually, and I am no genius

H May 21, 2015 at 4:14 AM

Please increase the font size. Thanks!

Reply

Bonaire February 13, 2018 at 2:20 PM

IQ check time. You can do that yourself via your browser settings.

Unknown July 20, 2018 at 6:09 PM

They might be from the early cybernetic era like me. A rather hasty non-IQ correlated assumption/aspersion

for a highly gifted person to make. H: Ctrl+ for bigger and same number of Ctrl- to get get back to your

starting point on most browsers.

Alrenous May 21, 2015 at 9:08 AM

A fundamental assymetry isn't reflected in the studies: it's possible to pretend to be stupider, but not smarter. It's not

surprising studies in children would miss this, as it either hasn't occurred to them to dissemble yet, or they yet lack the

social wherewithal to succeed. That said, obviously it's of no use to society - the superior decision and strategies can't be

advised if you're pretending not to have them. (Caveats apply.) Nevertheless, this is why I don't find it all surprising that

high IQ is not a guarantee of socioeconomic failure. 

At least, I have no issues being liked by average and below-average brains. Indeed the problem is being trusted too much

and accidentally manipulating them.

Reply

Michael's Resume May 22, 2015 at 3:02 PM

Yes, I have masqueraded as a more normal person in certain social and productive settings. You get by but

you are giving up on excelling. I actuallly switched to consulting at mid-life because I realized that it was the

only way I could be me. They expected the guy from outside to be a hotshot. It actually worked pretty well. I'd

come in and say, 'You've got a horrible mess here. I can fix it and when I have, I will go away.' Actually, the

bosses liked that, too. They really didn't want me sticking around making their shortcomings obvious by

comparision.

There are niches for the 150+ IQ person. They certainly exist in Mathematis and Theoretical Physics, They

also exist in consulting IF you can find a way to get the rep. However, there are nowhere near enough of them.

150 IQ is just not that rare 2,331:1

Unknown July 20, 2018 at 6:21 PM

I too have masqueraded. Often. Or at least did a "public service" tone-down. When I finally get to have a

serious rap with someone +- 20 pts (the consensus range limits for best results), I can't get enough. It's like a

drug that I have been fiending for. I'm mostly an island like many here, but that "jones effect" conveys the

message that even the multiple +SDs need human contact with other humans. Or maybe it's just me.

dc.sunsets October 2, 2018 at 7:32 AM

One can lead "the common life" by mimicry, yes, but at least my personal experience was less-than-satisfying.

Twenty-five years in sales, calling on physicians (who were by self-definition always the smartest person in

every room they occupied) was a peculiar sort of self-flagellation. 

Alrenous, I'd ask (years after your comment) if you really could talk about last night's ball game. There's

mimicry...and there's (facepalm) mimicry.

Anonymous May 28, 2015 at 7:08 AM

Can you comment, Mr. Ferguson, on how levels of inappropriate exclusion have changed over time. My gut tells me it has

never been worse, due to multiple factors like industrial collectivist education, egalitarian dogma, and possibly genuine

declines in mean intelligence in Western societies. Anecdotally, I know several people in the 140 and higher IQ range that

have had enormous difficulty making a living at all in today's world, much less using their full potential. Any data that

shows a change in this phenomenon over time would be of great interest I think.

Reply
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Michael's Resume July 25, 2015 at 4:08 PM

I wouldn't disagree. But remember, Albert Einstein couldn't get into Grad School, so it has not been good in

the past.

Unknown August 5, 2015 at 5:32 PM

I find this extremely depressing to be honest... " If you are the parent of a child with a D15IQ over 150, immediate and

dramatic action is required. At present, realistic options for individual remediation are severely limited." Gaah

Reply

gwern September 8, 2015 at 12:48 PM

> The probability of entering and remaining in an intellectually elite profession such as Physician, Judge, Professor,

Scientist, Corporate Executive, etc. increases with IQ to about 133. It then falls about 1/3 by 140. By 150 IQ the

probability has fallen by 97%! 

> ...Over an extensive range of studies and with remarkable consistency, from Physicians to Professors to CEOs, the

mean IQ of intellectually elite professions is about 125 and the standard deviationn is about 6.5. For example, Gibson and

Light found that 148 members of the Cambridge University faculty had a mean IQ of 126 with a standard deviation of 6.3.

The highest score was 139. J.D. Matarazzo and S.G. Goldstein found that the mean IQ of 80 medical students was 125

with a standard deviation of about 6.7. There was one outlier at 149, but the next highest score was 138. This means that

95% of people in intellectually elite professions have IQs between 112 and 138; 99.98% have IQs between 99 and 151. By

dividing the distribution function of the elite professions' IQ by that of the general population, we can calculate the

relative probability that a person of any given IQ will enter and remain in an intellectually elite profession.

> ...So, if your IQ is 140 something, the above should serve as a warning that you may be facing related career challenges.

If your IQ is over 150, it is a clarion call; without direct intervention, your career prospects are very poor. If you are the

parent of a child with a D15IQ over 150, immediate and dramatic action is required....Because of the dearth of objective

evidence, the cause of the exclusion cannot be determined directly.

The assumption here is that both the general population *and* elite professions are described by a normal distribution

(N(100,15) and N(125,6.5), respectively).

There is no reason to expect the second to be true, inasmuch as they are drawn or selected from the general population by

some non-random process, and there is no need for this process to yield a second normal distribution. (For example, if

the selection process is a hard cutoff at, say, 120 IQ, the winners do not form a normal distribution - they form a

truncated normal distribution. If the selection is a double-threshold, then it's a bivariate gaussian. If it's a threshold

based on the sum of multiple normal distributions - say a threshold on the product of IQ and Conscientiousness, where

weakness in one can be made up by strength in another, consistent with academic studies showing an inverse correlation

between Conscientiousness & IQ in students - then it's more of a lognormal distribution. If the selection is probabilistic

and higher IQ people have increasing odds of success, it still won't yield an elite population with a normal distribution.)

You can list summary statistics like means and standard deviations all you want, but they don't have to *mean* anything,

any more than the mean or standard deviation of a sample from the Cauchy distribution (which has undefined means &

variance) has to mean anything. And there is no reason to expect the selection process which turns smart people into

doctors to thread the needle and manage to reproduce a normal distribution.

Further, the claim that people with IQ 150 have an astonishing 97% fall in chance (which is driven by the tails

disappearing after assuming a normal distribution with a tiny SD like 6.5) is truly extraordinary, and extraordinary

claims require extraordinary evidence; it should strike you as suspicious that you can get such amazingly precise &

counterintutive results about the rarest & smartest people in the world from such a trifling investment of fact about the

lower tiers. (Would you expect going door to door in your neighborhood to tell you much about how many billionaires

there are?) In this case, one man's modus ponens should be everyone else's modus tollens.

Reply

gwern September 8, 2015 at 12:49 PM

Let me demonstrate how the summary statistics you report are entirely consistent with models which totally

contradict your inferences. Consider a world in which the population is N(100,15), and elite selection is about

as simple as possible: there is a cutoff of IQ 120 for entrance into 'elite' status. In this world, by definition,

everyone over IQ 120 succeeds, and there is certainly no fall by 97% for the 150IQ. Does this world's elites

look different than the elites of our world, with their mean of 125 and standard deviation of 6.5?

Here is an R simulation:

set.seed(2015-09-08)

population <- rnorm(10e7, mean=100, sd=15)

elitesTrunc <- Filter(function(x) { x>=120 }, population)

mean(elitesTrunc); sd(elitesTrunc)

# [1] 126.9710755

# [1] 6.076463953

They do not. We find that such a selection model reports means and SDs *totally consistent* with the

observed elite means & SDs. (In this case, we get an even narrower SD, and if someone in that hypothetical

world tried using your assumptions, they would reach even more extreme findings like claiming maybe a 99%

fall in probability.) A right-skewed distribution is 100% consistent with observations; you can intuitively see

why if you fire up a histogram of the elites (`hist(elitesTrunc)`) - because the relatively low cutoff for doctors

and lawyers and whatnot means that the extremely few IQ 150s etc are swamped by the rest of the elites in the

summaries, we don't even need to bring up additional arguments like ceilings (which will bias both means &

SDs downward).

So we see that the reported means and SDs are consistent with a model in which there is no penalty

whatsoever to high IQs.

gwern September 8, 2015 at 12:50 PM
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But it gets worse. Let's consider the *opposite* of your claims: Let's consider a more realistic model, one more

consistent with the SMPY and elite university data, in which more IQ is always better.

For example, in which rather than everyone>120 automatically winning, everyone at 120 has roughly a 50%

chance of success, but chance of success goes *up* linearly with each IQ point being worth +0.01 log odds, so

at 150 IQ, you have >95% chance of success (much higher than your dimmer 120 brethren). This can be done

by reversing the logic of a logistic regression and reusing `population` from before:

logsuccess <- function(iq) {

if (iq<120) { return(0); } else {

logodds <- -12 + iq*0.0999

p <- exp(logodds)/(exp(logodds)+1)

return(rbinom(1, 1, prob=p))

}

}

elitesIncreasing <- Filter(logsuccess, population)

mean(elitesIncreasing); sd(elitesIncreasing)

# [1] 128.0126229

# [1] 6.536780212

And look at that. Again we've almost exactly reproduced the original summary statistics of a not terribly

impressive mean and a narrow SD of 6.5.

In conclusion, your statistical model is bad and the data *cannot* support any alarmist claims about society

discriminating enormously against high IQ or the need for a 'clarion call'.

brian August 31, 2017 at 3:00 PM

This comment has been removed by the author.

brian August 31, 2017 at 3:37 PM

Given that there are about 2,800,000 people on the planet with +150 IQ and 1,800 billionaires; and about

159,000,000 people with +130IQ and 14,000,000 millionaires:

The success ratio for +150 IQ is about 1:1500; +130 IQ is about 1:10

I'd say that super high IQ people got it really bad and fairly high IQ people have it not so bad.

Unless you want to simply grant access based on aptitude, the amount of wealth you have is your measure.

You can't just hop on a plane to go study a remote geological feature just because you can demonstrate

incredible knowledge on the subject...but you can if you are a billionaire.

brian August 31, 2017 at 3:41 PM

Well, with the cavity that millionaires have a probable average IQ of 115-120 and billionaires would be about

130-140

People like donald trump count and people like him sqew the billionaire average downwards. 

So, the reality is probably success rates for intelligence are lower.

Unknown July 20, 2018 at 6:30 PM

Very good quantitative critique! Thank you! I was all in at "truncated normal distribution". A few of those

details bothered me a little, but the overall truth spoken allowed me to not dwell too much. I am one of those

excludes in many respects, even though that has varied in degree over time.

Unknown July 20, 2018 at 7:33 PM

Wow Gwern! Yes, I suppose I drank the "extraordinary results" Koolaid, being caught up in the plot of the

story while being simultaneously being overwhelmed by personal confirmation bias. Actually I find much

truth in Michael's exclusion concept.

Your counterarguments are nearly flawless. This is the only weak point from my 3rd party perspective that

jumped out:

"If the selection is probabilistic and higher IQ people have increasing odds of success, it still won't yield an

elite population with a normal distribution.)"

The problem is that the whole point is that there does appear to be an anomalous right-tail exclusion from the

sweetest fruits of society and career pursuits that hit at 140+ and gets worse at 150+. I agree that success can

correlate as you elaborate, but doesn't have to and yes you don't end up with an elite (occupation) distribution

that is normal. If those Cambridge faculty numbers are legit (Wow! I never would have expected to shade the

entire lot!), then it is clear that skewing is going on for which Michael gives a plausible possible explanation.

When it comes to crunching the numbers, I am of the school who believe too much distribution smoothing

and normalization is a trap which leads to spurious correlations. This all was a compliment, much belabored. 

Unknown July 20, 2018 at 7:38 PM

Where's the edit button?? "Preview" is supposed to take care of that? I have disability-level ADHD! I can't

undo "being simultaneously being"? Shit!
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Reply

gwern September 8, 2015 at 12:49 PM

This comment has been removed by the author.

Reply

Unknown December 17, 2015 at 4:48 AM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

Unknown December 22, 2015 at 5:20 AM

In short, good Interior Designers will save your time as well as money. They do all the Interior design work for you.

[www.simplicitydesignusa.com] is an Interior Designer Company & Luxury Furniture Store in aventura, bal harbour,

Hallandale, sunny isles.Interior design in sunny isles

Reply

Unknown July 20, 2018 at 6:33 PM

Spam everywhere! Darn! Attention spam control! Haderee Jahind has revealed underlying commercial

intentions.

Unknown January 8, 2016 at 2:29 AM

During planning of a house an interior designer can guide the architect or the builder on where to place doors and

windows, 

how can they use the maximum input of natural light, where to allocate storage spaces, avoiding demolition of walls,

sizing walls, 

making desired openings and so on, So I am now metioning the best interior designer. 

They serves as the Feature of [www.simplicitydesignusa.com] interior design in aventura, bal harbour, Hallandale, sunny

isles.Interior design in Hallandale

Reply

Unknown July 20, 2018 at 6:45 PM

Md Sabbir and Haderee Jahind are spammers. Perhaps they are named instances of the same bot and

sneaked by your rather lenient Captcha.

Aurini February 17, 2016 at 11:03 AM

This certainly hit home for me; it's an effect I've noticed for quite some time, despite not having the facts or math to

prove it.

I remember in Middle School being endlessly frustrated by the teachers demanding that we show work. What work? The

answers were self-evident. I felt like I was being asked to show work for the question "2+2=?" How are you supposed to

break that down? Even a basic Quadratic formula (x+1)(x-1)=?=x^2-1. How are you supposed to show work? Do I really

need to include something as stupid as "x-x" in there?

By High School I realized that it was a system that I could hack, so I had some fun getting the top marks (though I'd

frequently run into the problem where they'd ask a stupid question, and I'd get it wrong with a smart answer). Scored top

in my school on the Euclid and Descartes Math Exams. Busted my ass... and I got a $1000 dollar scholarship out of the

deal.

This was when my educational burnout began.

Took History in University a few years later (in retrospect, a waste of time - History used to be a solid discipline a century

ago, but now it's story telling and propaganda for Education majors with an average IQ of 95). Realized that I could

consistently get B+s without having done any research or study - literally without knowing what I was talking about, I

could write a better essay on any made up question than most of my cohort.

And when I did put in time and effort, researching and creating a unique, and interesting (though probably wrong)

argument? C-.

Then during my third year, a prof had the audacity to teach his course by playing a BBC documentary for 2/3 of the

classes. I dropped out, saved myself a further $15k in debt, and never looked back.
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Anonymous February 26, 2016 at 10:34 AM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

wandy88 March 13, 2016 at 11:43 PM
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This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.
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Unknown March 17, 2016 at 10:45 PM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

Anonymous May 2, 2016 at 2:13 PM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

Anonymous May 2, 2016 at 2:36 PM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

Anonymous May 2, 2016 at 2:37 PM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

Anonymous May 2, 2016 at 2:44 PM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

Unknown May 5, 2016 at 10:28 PM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

Anonymous May 10, 2016 at 12:30 PM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

Anonymous May 12, 2016 at 8:05 AM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

Unknown July 1, 2016 at 1:33 AM

Great Writing View !

I read your pretty information and like it. It is helpful for all that looking for such kind of information..

Thanks for sharing

Education Advisors for United States

Reply

Eitan January 4, 2017 at 3:24 AM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

Dr Purva Pius January 7, 2017 at 11:23 AM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

Unknown January 12, 2017 at 4:41 PM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

Unknown January 12, 2017 at 4:41 PM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

JohnnyGuru. January 21, 2017 at 5:38 PM
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This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.
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Unknown February 25, 2017 at 3:19 AM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

Unknown June 23, 2017 at 7:39 PM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

Unknown December 3, 2017 at 1:44 PM

something i found that helps socialize is drinking, and heavily at that. haha, it really makes it easier to relate to other

people with a lower IQ, effectively removing your own.

Reply

OLANESTI-MOLDOVA December 13, 2017 at 7:56 AM

well, the blog administrator removes almost all comments; except drinking ?

ok sometimes fine

NB this poly math also wont to make an island only with polymath

and than be a guru of this island as he says on facebook; lol

Reply

Unknown January 22, 2018 at 5:43 PM

If intelligence indicates problem-solving capability, then how can someone have a high IQ and not be persuasive? I mean,

"How to be persuasive" is a problem that can be solved just like any other, right?

Instead, I would say the exclusion is probably often self-exclusion. I'm getting a PhD in physics and I can already tell that

academia is not a place for creative people. Here, like everywhere else, connections and style are more important than

substance. I have too much curiosity and ambition to stay in an environment that claims to be intellectual yet at its core

is driven mostly by politics. Heck, I would rather work in a low-skill job where I can do the work AND think about my

own ideas simultaneously, whereas academia would demand that I focus all my attention on problems that I don't find

interesting. So my point is that you seem to assume that high IQ people are being excluded from the academic and

leadership positions, but its possible that they are just smart enough to voluntarily remove themselves from the game out

of disgust. Maybe they see the sacrifices of human dignity that are necessary to get into those positions of power that you

value so highly and don't think it's worth it. This isn't a "personal flaw", just a value call that smart people tend to make

(apparently).

Then again, I haven't met other people as smart as me. Maybe they all tend to be assholes, but then to my original point:

Solving "How to be successful" means solving "How to get people to like you", and if intelligence means what it's

supposed to, then high-IQ people should be able to solve those problems... But again this is assuming that very smart

people would value mainstream definitions of success. I don't think they would.

Reply

Unknown July 20, 2018 at 7:59 PM

Oh to be young again! I started out with a full (yet meager) physics scholarship. My epiphany moment came

when looking at the faculty and other jobs board and thinking "That salary for this masochistic free-time

obliteration?". It took quite some time for me to summon up the courage to break the bad news to the

department chair who took such a personal interest in me and expressed very high expectations. I still love

physics and chemistry. You have already encountered the politics and you may be right about it not being the

right spot for the truly creative. On the other hand, Richard Feynman made it through that gauntlet. 

One of my oldest and dearest friends is a recently retired Adjunct Professor of Physics (he got a late start) who

happens to be supremely creative as a composer having had his first full symphony performed by a major

orchestra. 

He could probably offer you some great advice. Here is mine: "If that is what you truly love, pursue it and

don't let anything stop you."

Unknown July 31, 2018 at 11:13 PM

Agreed. The school system apears at best to be an effort at labour monopoly. The extremely succsessful

organizatioms can coerce the public into letting them have first pick by setting a barrior for individuals who

do not go through the indoctrination to get high paying jobs. 

It is a brilliant evolution of groups really. 

I would love to do some of the expiriments I come up with or test some math in application but I cannot

afford it and from my expiriments on the labour market it is obvious the population control efforts go deep.

The interests that use you as tax cattle do not want you to be successful without it being able to be used as

promotion of the school so heavy market forces come down hard on the intelligent who intuitively do not

volenteer into coerced servitude.

The difficult part here is to determine if this is a evolved aspect of the world (many small apes ganging up on

the top ape in the heiarchy) or if it is a active effort. Perhaps both?

My ai definitely seem to support it being a reality that we are slaves actively traded as tax cattle and that all
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